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YMT Blog about the “Curator Battle”:
The impact of Curator Battle - York Museums Trust
How to donate to YMT and the Yorkshire Museum:
Donations - York Museums Trust
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Information and booking form for the YPS Chocolate event on 24th March:
https://www.ypsyork.org/events/chocolate-from-bean-to-manufacture/
Details of the YPS tour to Cambridge and Sutton Hoo:
CAMBRIDGE & SUTTON HOO STUDY TOUR | Yorkshire Philosophical Society
(ypsyork.org)
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See the Geology Group page on the YPS website for all links listed:
Geology Group | Yorkshire Philosophical Society (ypsyork.org)
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“The Drinkable Rock: Extracting H2O from minerals for resource depleted emergencies on
future Mars missions”:
The drinkable rock: improvised methods to extract H20 from minerals for resource depleted
emergencies on future Mars missions | SpringerLink
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Report on Dr Lucy Woodall’s lecture to the YPS:
Lecture abstract and review 2017
Interview with Dr Lucy Woodall:
https://www.wiseoceans.com/an-interview-with-wiseoceans-lucy-woodall
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“Storm-Clouds on the Horizon: John Ruskin and the Emergence of Anthropogenic Climate
Change” by Jesse Oak Taylor:
https://19.bbk.ac.uk/article/id/1718/print/
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Footnotes to “Citizen Science at the Heart of Museums”:
1.
2.

https://www.nhm.ac.uk/take-part/citizen-science.html
https://www.yorkshiremuseum.org.uk/collections/collections-highlights/temptestanderson-explorer-and-surgeon/
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Exploration from your Armchair
New on the YPS website
We are grateful to Professor Paul Dodds for sharing with members the slides from his lecture
on 23rd February, “The Hydrogen Economy”:
https://www.ypsyork.org/events/the-hydrogen-economy/
Stonehenge
As a follow up to Professor Alice Roberts’ BBC2 programme “Stonehenge: the lost circle
revealed” there is a more detailed report in the journal “Antiquity” Volume 95 issue 379
published online by Cambridge University Press 12th February 2021: “The Original
Stonehenge? A dismantled stone circle in the Presali Hills of west Wales”.
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/antiquity/article/original-stonehenge-a-dismantledstone-circle-in-the-preseli-hills-of-west-wales/B7DAA4A7792B4DAB57DDE0E3136FBC33
“Future Forum”
The most recent “Future Forum” involved a survey of 1,000 14-18 year olds on a range of
issues including genetics research, medical data usage and COVID-19, gathering their
perspectives on the impact such work has, and will have, on their lives. More details and a
link to the full report are available on the British Science Association blog.
https://www.britishscienceassociation.org/blog/future-forum-2020-report-launch
A walk around York
If you fancy a virtual walk around York, this web-site is highly recommended:
http://yorkstories.co.uk/
Or further afield
In a series of three short films Professor Malcolm Airs explores aspects of his beautiful home
town of Dorchester-on-Thames.
Date inscriptions on buildings: https://youtu.be/7tzPADmRlls
A history of windows: https://youtu.be/sJHYPoH7kLQ
Building materials: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WcWs1o8yiOc&feature=youtu.be
For armchair archaeologists
CBA Yorkshire’s website has some interesting short talks including Eric Houlder describing
his work at Sutton Hoo in the less famous but no less fascinating 1960s dig on the site:
http://www.cba-yorkshire.org.uk/fireside-chats-one/

Online art
A virtual contemporary art gallery, including work by, among others, art and design students
at Selby College who were unable to stage their usual graduate exhibition in Selby Abbey
due to Covid restrictions. This year’s exhibition is entitled “The Role of Technology in Art
and Design” – type Selby College into the search box on the website.
www.artsteps.com
Covid heroes
The National Science and Media Museum in Bradford hosts an online photographic
exhibition showing engineering heroes of the Covid crisis:
www.scienceandmediamuseum.org.uk/whats-on/engineering-response-covid-19

